
100% Melt-blown Polypropylene Oil Absorbing Industrial Cleaning Wipes

Product Details

 Material  100% polypropylene
 Weight  70gsm
 Size  9"*9" or as your demand
 Color  Blue,white
 Packing  300pcs/bag,20bags/carton
 MOQ  200 bags
 Sample  Free sample
 Port  Shanghai port

Feature

  1.Low-lint polypropylene construction
  2.Perfect for use with lubricants, grease and oil
  3.Great for cleaning and prep on surfaces and parts
  4. Acid,base,and solvent-resistant

Application

  1.Wiping the heavy oil dirt in the production environment.
  2.Surface treatment with solvent.
  3.Maintaining and caring machine tools and large equipments.
  4.Cleaning various leaked inks.
  5.Wiping the users themselves.
  6.Cleaning the screen boards

FAQ:

1. Why do you choose us?
We are professional industrial & household nonwoven fabric cleaning cloth & cleaning wipes
manufacturer, our items are excellent in quality, competitive in price, timely in delivery, and good
after-sales service is my factory's faith.
Our aim is to become more than just another supplier, we want to engage with you, immerse
overselves in your business and deliver winning results every time.
Cooperate with us, your money is safe, your business is safe.

2. What's your MOQ and Lead Time?
For our general items, we can do any quantity for you at our factory price during 1 week, for special
material, we need to count according to your size and gram weight to reach 1 ton of the material
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during 15-25days.

3. What about your quality?
We have professional QA and QC during each procedure to control the material and item quality,
because we believe we are responsible for our clients is the same benefit to us. We pursue
establishing long-term and friendly business relationship with each of our customers.

4. Do you have a discount or promotion for your items?
Yes, we have a promotion period during the middle of June to the end of August each year for some
of our stocked items, we also give a very charming discount for our regular customers and large
quantity customers according to their orders.






